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The thermoelectric properties of intermetallic compounds with Ce or Yb ions are explained by the single-
impurity Anderson model which takes into account the crystal-field splitting of the 4f ground-state multiplet,
and assumes a strong Coulomb repulsion which restricts the number off electrons orf holes tonf ø1 for Ce
andnf

holeø1 for Yb ions. Using the noncrossing approximation and imposing the charge neutrality constraint
on the local scattering problem at each temperature and pressure, the excitation spectrum and the transport
coefficients of the model are obtained. The thermopower calculated in such a way exhibits all the characteristic
features observed in Ce and Yb intermetallics. Calculating the effect of pressure on various characteristic
energy scales of the model, we obtain thesT,pd phase diagram which agrees with the experimental data on
CeRu2Si2,CeCu2Si2,CePd2Si2, and similar compounds. The evolution of the thermopower and the electrical
resistance as a function of temperature, pressure or doping is explained in terms of the crossovers between
various fixed points of the model and the redistribution of the single-particle spectral weight within the Fermi
window.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The thermoelectric powerSsTd of intermetallic com-
pounds with cerium and ytterbium ions exhibits some char-
acteristic features which allow the classification of these
compounds into several distinct groups.1–3 In the case of ce-
rium ions, the thermopower of the compounds belonging to
the first groupftype sad systemsg has a deep negative mini-
mum at low temperatures1,2,4–6and a high-temperature maxi-
mum, typically between 100 and 300 K. At the maximum,
SsTd could be either positive or negative, as shown in Fig. 1.
At very low temperatures, the typesad systems order mag-
netically or become superconducting. The compounds of the
second groupftype sbd systemsg have a negative low-
temperature minimum and a positive high-temperature maxi-
mum but, in addition, the thermopower shows a smaller posi-
tive peak at lowest temperatures.1,7–10 This second peak is
sometimes concealed by a low-temperature phase transition;
for example, in CeCu2Si2 it becomes visible only in an ex-
ternal magnetic field which suppresses the superconducting
transition,4 and in CeRu2Ge2 it shows up when the external
pressure suppresses the magnetic transition.11 The experi-
mental evidence is now accumulating that the initial slope of
the thermopowerSsTd /T is positive for this class ofsheavy
fermiond materials, provided the measurements are per-
formed at low enough temperature and with sufficient
accuracy.6–8,12In the third groupftype scd systemsg, the low-
temperature peak is well pronounced and shifted towards the
high-temperature peak. The main difference with respect to
the typesbd systems is that the sign-change ofSsTd does not
occur.13–16Finally, in some casesftype sdd systemsg the ther-
mopower grows monotonically towards the high-temperature
maximum, and the low-temperature structure appears only as
a shoulder on a broad peak, or is not resolved at all.8,16–18

The clue to these various types of behavior comes from
the high-pressure2,11,19–21 and doping studies,1,14,16,24–28

which show that the thermopower of cerium compounds
changes continuously from typesad to type sdd. A typical
example is provided by theSsTd of CeRu2Ge2, which is plot-
ted in Fig. 1 as a function of temperature, for various
pressures.11 At ambient pressure, CeRu2Ge2 is a typesad sys-
tem with a magnetic ground state and negative thermopower
below 300 K. An increase of pressure leads to a ther-
mopower with a small positive peak at low temperatures and
an enhanced peak at high temperatures. A further increase of
pressure enhances both peaks, shifts the low-temperature
peak towards the high-temperature one, and makes the ther-
mopower at intermediate temperatures less negative. For
large enough pressure, the sign-change does not occur at all

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the thermoelectric power
SsTd of CeRu2Ge2 for various pressures.TK andTS label the center
of broad, pressure-induced maxima, related to the Kondo effect and
the crystalline electric field, respectively. The inset showsSsTd data
of CeRu2Ge2 in the nonmagnetic phase.
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and for very high pressure the low-temperature peak merges
with the high-temperature one, and transforms into a shoul-
der ssee inset to Fig. 1d. The high-temperature peak grows
continuously but its position remains more or less constant,
as SsTd changes from typesad to scd. Eventually, for pres-
sures above 10 GPa, theSsTd assumes thesdd shape. Here,
the initial slope ofSsTd decreases and the position of the
maximum shifts to higher temperatures, but its magnitude
does not change as pressure increases. Similar behavior is
also seen in the high-pressure data of CeCu2Si2,

21

CeCu2Ge2,
20,22 or CePd2Si2.

23 As regards doping, the substi-
tutions which reduce the volume and make Ce ions less mag-
netic, transformSsTd from typesad to typesbd,24 from sbd to
scd,14,16 or from sad to scd,25–27 while the substitutions which
expand the volume and make the Ce more magnetic, trans-
form the thermopower from, say, typesdd to typescd or from
type scd to typesbd.28 This variation of shape is an indication
that the local environment plays an important role in deter-
mining the magnetic character of Ce and Yb ions. Even at
high temperatures, where each 4f ion is an independent scat-
terer, the thermopower of a sample with a high concentration
of 4f ions cannot be obtained by rescaling the low-
concentration data.

The ytterbium intermetallics can be classified using the
mirror-image analogy with cerium systems. This holds be-
cause the Yb ions fluctuate between 4f13 and 4f14, while the
Ce ions fluctuate between 4f1 and 4f0 configurations, and the
dynamics of a singlef hole and a singlef electron is the
same. A well-defined local moment leads in Yb systems to
the typesad behavior, such that the thermopower has a nega-
tive minimum at high temperatures and a positive maximum
at low temperatures;29,30the size of the minimum is about the
same as the size of the maximum. The thermopower ofsbd-
type Yb systems31–33 mirrors thesbd-type Ce systems. Here,
one finds two negative minima separated by a small positive
maximum. The typescd Yb systems have a nonmonotonic
thermopower with a largesnegatived minimum at high tem-
peratures and a smaller one at low temperatures, but there is
no sign change.30–33 Finally, the thermopower with a single
negative peak centered around 100 KsRefs. 18, 30, 31, and
34d mirrors the typesdd behavior of Ce systems. The reduc-
tion of volume by pressure or doping30,33 stabilizes the mag-
netic 4f13 configuration of Yb ions, and transformsSsTd
from, say, typesbd to typesad, from scd to sbd, or from scd to
sad.

The experimental results show that 4f systems with simi-
lar thermopowers exhibit similarities in other thermo-
dynamic35 and transport36–38 properties, and there is an ob-
vious correlation between the shape ofSsTd and the magnetic
character of the 4f ions. The thermopower measurements39

provide a simple and sensitive tool for characterizing the
magnetic state of a 4f ion in a given metallic matrix: the
shape ofSsTd changes from thesad type in the case of mag-
netic CesYbd ions with stablef1 s4f13d configuration to the
sdd type for non-magnetic CesYbd ions which fluctuate be-
tween the 4f1 s4f13d and 4f0 s4f14d configurations.

We explain the thermoelectric properties of Ce and Yb
ions in terms of a single-impurity Anderson model which
takes into account the splitting of the 4f states by the crys-

talline electric fieldsCFd, and assumes an infinitely largef
-f Coulomb repulsion, which restricts the number off elec-
trons or f holes tonf ø1 for Ce andnf

holeø1 for Yb. We
assume that pressure changes the coupling and the relative
occupation of thef and conduction states, and impose the
charge-neutrality constraint on the local scattering problem
at each temperature and pressure. The total charge conserva-
tion provides a minimal self-consistency condition for a
poor-man’s treatment of pressure effects in stoichiometric
compounds. The excitation spectrum of such a model in the
vicinity of various fixed points, the crossovers induced by
temperature and pressure, and the corresponding effects on
SsTd, the number off particles,nfsTd, and the electrical re-
sistance,rsTd, are calculated by the noncrossing approxima-
tion sNCAd. The description of the stoichiometric com-
pounds in terms of an impurity model is certainly inadequate
at low temperatures where thef electrons become coherent.
The errors due to such an approximation and the low-
temperature errors inherent in the NCA calculations are dis-
cussed in detail at the end of Sec. II.

Our paper extends the long-standing theory of
Coqblin,40,41 which described the high-temperature proper-
ties of Ce and Yb intermetallics by the Coqblin-Schrieffer
sCSd model with CF splitting, and its more recent version3

which improved the low-temperature calculations by rescal-
ing the coupling constants. These previous theories explained
the main features of the temperature dependence of the
thermopower3,41 and the magnetic susceptibility35 but could
not describe the pressure effects, because the CS model ne-
glects charge fluctuations. Furthermore, the approximations
used to solve the effective high- and low-temperature models
cease to be valid at temperatures at whichSsTd changes
sign,3 such that the shape ofSsTd between the two maxima
sminimad in Ce sYbd systems could only be inferred from an
interpolation.

Here, we consider both the local spin and charge fluctua-
tions, and provide the full description of the impurity prob-
lem at various pressures and temperatures, from above the
CF temperature to below the Kondo temperature, including
the intermediate regime whereSsTd changes sign. Our results
explain the shapessad to sdd of the thermopower, which are
found in systems such as, CeAl3,

9 CeRu2Ge2,
11,39

CeCu2Si2,
21 CeCu2Ge2,

20,22 or CePd2Si2,
23 and the “mirror-

image” shapes found in systems such as YbNiSn, YnInAu2,
YbSi, or YbCu2Si2.

30 We also explain the pressure data on,
e.g., CeRu2Ge2 sRef. 11d or CeCu2Si2,

21 and the chemical
pressure data on CexLa1−xPdSnsRef. 27d and CexLa1−xRu2Si2
sRef. 15d or YbCu2Si2.

33

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the model, discuss its limitations, and describe the method of
solution. In Sec. III we provide the results for the transport
coefficients of Ce- and Yb-based intermetallics. In Sec. IV
we discuss the effects of temperature and pressure on the
spectral function, analyze the fixed-point behavior, and relate
the shapes of the thermopower to the properties of elemen-
tary excitations. Section V gives the summary and the con-
clusions.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

We model the intermetallic compounds by taking as many
Ce or Yb ions per unit cell as required by the structure, but
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assuming that the scattering of conduction electrons on a
given 4f ion does not depend on other 4f ions, except
through the modification of the chemical potential. In other
words, we consider an effective impurity model which treats
the 4f states as scattering resonances rather than Bloch states
but take into account the charge transfer due to the local
scattering and adjust the chemical potentialm so as to main-
tain the overall charge neutrality of the compound. Such a
description of the lattice problem applies at temperatures at
which the mean free path of the conduction electrons is short
and the scattering is incoherent. We consider mainly the Ce
intermetallics and present only a few preliminary results for
Yb intermetallics. The cerium ions are allowed to fluctuate
between the 4f0 and 4f1 configurations by exchanging elec-
trons with the conduction band; thesaveraged energy differ-
ence between the two configurations isuEfu and the hopping
is characterized by the matrix elementV. The 4f2 configura-
tion is excluded, i.e., an infinitely strong Coulomb repulsion
U betweenf electrons is assumed. The 4f1 configuration is
represented byN crystal field levels: there areN−1 excited
states separated from the CF ground level by energiesDi
! uEfu, where i =1, . . . ,N−1. The local symmetry is taken
into account by specifying the respective degeneracies of
these levelsNi. Thus, the low-energy excitations of Ce inter-
metallics are modeled by an effective single-impurity Ander-
son Hamiltonian42

HA = Hband+ Himp + Hmix, s1d

whereHband describes the conduction band,Himp describes
the CF states, andHmix describes the transfer of electrons
between 4f and conduction states. In the absence of mixing,
the conduction band is described by a semielliptical density
of statesNsed centered atEc

0 and of half-widthW, and the
unrenormalizedf states are represented by a set of delta
functions atEf

0 andEf
i =Ef

0+Di. The conduction states and the
f states have a common chemical potential, which is taken as
the origin of the energy axis. The properties of the model
depend in an essential way on the CF splittings and on the
coupling constantg=G /puEfu, whereG=pV2NsEc

0d measures
the coupling strength between thef electrons and the con-
duction band,Ef =oi=0

N−1NiEf
i /N, andN=oi=0

N−1Ni is the total
degeneracy. We assumeEc

0.0, Ef ,0, andG ,Di ! uEfu.W,
i.e., g!1. Since a singlef hole is dynamically equivalent to
a single f electron, we obtain the results for Yb ions by
performing the model calculations for a eightfold degenerate
f hole subject to the appropriate CF.

The g!1 limit of the Anderson model is controlled by
several fixed points which are well understood.42 In the case
of a Ce ion with two CF levels split byD, the fixed point
analysis can be summarized as follows. At small coupling,
such thatG,D! uEfu, we find nfsTd.1 and the model ex-
hibits the Kondo effect. That is, all the physical properties
depend only on the Kondo temperature,T0, which is
uniquely determined byg, D, and the degeneracies of the CF
statessfor the NCA definition ofT0 see Ref. 42 and Sec. IV
belowd. The low-temperature behavior is characterized by
the Fermi liquidsFLd fixed point, which describes a singlet
formed by an antiferromagnetically coupledf electron and
conduction electrons. An increase of temperature breaks the

singlet and gives rise, at aboutT0, to a transition to the local
momentsLM d fixed point, which describes a CF-splitf state
weakly coupled to the conduction band. The effective degen-
eracy of thisf state is defined by the lowest CF level. For
T.D, there is a further crossover to another LM fixed point,
which describes the scattering of conduction electrons on a
fully degenerate local moment. At higher coupling, such that
G.2D! uEfu, the f charge is reduced to 0.8,nfsTd,0.95,
and the impurity still behaves as a Kondo ion, but the Kondo
scale is much higher than in the caseG,D! uEfu. The two
LM regimes are now close together and the crossover from
the FL to the LM regime occurs at temperatures which are
comparable toD. At very high coupling, such that 2DøG
! uEfu andnfsTdø0.8, thef ions appear to be nonmagnetic at
all accessible temperatures due to the mixing of the 4f0 and
4f1 configurations. In this valence fluctuatingsVFd regime,
the behavior is nonuniversal and changes slightly, when the
calculations are performed for different sets of parameters.
Away from nf .1, more than one energy scale is needed to
fully characterize the model. Other CF schemes pertinent to
Ce and Yb ions in a different environment are characterized
by similar fixed points.

Our calculations show that the functional form of the re-
sponse functions changes at the crossover and that theg
!1 limit of the Anderson model captures all the main fea-
tures of the experimental results on Ce and Yb intermetallics.
To explain the pressure effects, which changes the ther-
mopower of Ce and Yb systems in opposite ways, we assume
that the exchange couplingg increases in Ce and diminishes
in Yb compounds, as pressure increases. This difference
arises because Ce fluctuates between 4f0 and 4f1, while Yb
fluctuates between 4f14 and 4f13 configurations, so that the
pressure-induced reduction of the number of electrons in the
f shell makes Ce ions less magnetic and Yb ions more mag-
netic.

In Ce intermetallics, there is a substantial overlap between
the f wave functions of Ce and those of the neighboring
atoms, and we associate the pressure-induced increase ofg
.G / uEfu with an enhancement of the hybridizationG. This
enhances the Kondo temperature, and pushes the system
from the Kondo to the VF limit. In stoichiometric com-
pounds, the pressure-induced reduction ofnf is accompanied
by the increase ofnc, because the total charge of a given
compoundntot=nc+nf is constant. The conservation of par-
ticles is enforced by adjustingm, and since all the energies
are measured with respect tom, this amounts to shiftingEf
andEc by some amountdmfT,Gspdg. Thus, we describe the
pressure effects for a given Ce compound by changingG and
keepingEc−Ef constant. The changes in the bandwidth and
the CF splitting are neglected.

In Yb intermetallics, thef states are more localized than
in Ce systems, and we assume that the decrease in the radius
of the 4f shell as it loses charge at elevated pressure is suf-
ficient to compensate for the increase in hybridization
brought about by the reduction in unit cell volume. The re-
duction ofg.G / uEfu in Yb compounds is achieved through
an enhancement of the hole binding energyEf as the neigh-
boring ions get closer to the rare earth, whileG remains
essentially constant. This reduces the Kondo temperature,
and drives the system towards the Kondo limit. SinceG is
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treated as a material-specific constant, we model the pressure
effects in Yb systems by shiftingEf and solving forEc, so as
to preserventot

hole. This procedure shiftsEf andEc by different
amounts and makes the separationEc-Ef pressure dependent.
However, when temperature is changed at constant pressure,
the charge neutrality is enforced in the same way as for Ce
compounds, by shifting the chemical potential without
changing the separationEc-Ef. The changes in the bandwidth
and the CF splitting are neglected. Describing the pressure
effects in such a way, we can calculate the response functions
of the model for any value of the external parameters, and
study the transitions between various fixed points.

The electrical resistivity and the thermopower of the
single-impurity Anderson model are obtained from the usual
expressions43

rmag=
1

e2L11
, s2d

S= −
1

ueuT
L12

L11
, s3d

where L11 and L12 are given by the static limits of the
current-current and current-heat current correlation func-
tions, respectively. In the absence of nonresonant scattering
the vertex corrections vanish and the transport integrals can
be written as42,44,46

Lij =
s0

e2E
−`

`

dvS−
dfsvd
dv

Dtsvdvi+j−2, s4d

where s0 is material-specific constant, fsvd=1/f1
+expsv /kBTdg is the Fermi function, 1/tsvd is the
conduction-electron scattering rate,42

1

tsvd
= cNpV2Asvd, s5d

Asvd= 7 s1/pdIm Gfsv± i0+d is the f-electron spectral func-
tion, Gfszd is the Green’s function, andc is the concentration
of f ions. Equtionss4d ands5d show clearly that the sign and
the magnitude ofSsTd are determined by the spectral weight
within the Fermi windowsF windowd, i.e., by the shape of
Asvd for uvuø2kBT. The sign ofSsTd is positive if theF
window shows more states above than below the chemical
potential, and is negative in the opposite case. The difficult
part is to findGfsv± i0+d and, here, we solve this problem by
the NCA, following closely Refs. 42 and 45, where all the
technical details can be found. The main difference with re-
spect to these NCA calculations is that we takec=1 and
enforce the overall charge neutrality.

A detailed comparison with the experimental data shows
that the transport coefficients obtained from the single-
impurity Anderson model have all the hallmarks of the ex-
periments, but discrepancies appear at low temperatures.
This indicates the limitations of our approach which should
be considered before presenting the NCA results.

There are two main causes for the breakdown of the
single-impurity model and the NCA calculations. First, at
temperatures much belowT0 the NCA spectral function de-

velops an unphysical spike, such that the resistivity and the
thermopower become artificially enhanced. This error be-
comes particularly severe at high pressure, because the char-
acteristic scaleT0 increases very rapidly withG and the
nonanalytic NCA spike appears at rather high temperatures.
The unphysical enhancement of the low-frequency part of
Asvd reduces the integral forL11, which is strongly underes-
timated at low temperature. The integralL12 is less affected
by this pathology, because it has an additionalv factor which
removes the states within the Fermi window. Thus, the over-
all shape ofSsTd.L12

NCA/L11
NCA seems to be qualitatively cor-

rect, even though the low-temperature part of the curve has
an unphysical enhancement. These difficulties are well
known42 and relatively easy to resolve in the Kondo limit,
where the model has a unique low energy scaleT0. We can
find T0 in the LM regime, where the NCA is reliable, and
infer the low-temperature behavior from the universal power
laws which hold in the FL regime. Combining the NCA re-
sults and FL theory, we can discuss the experimental data at
all temperatures at which the single-ion approximation holds.

A more serious problem is that, in stoichiometric com-
pounds, thef electrons become coherent at low enough tem-
peratures. This leads to a magnetic transition in CeRu2Ge2,
the formation of a heavy FL in CeRu2Si2, superconductivity
in CeCu2Si2, or some more complicated ground states. At
high pressure, the coherence sets in at very high tempera-
tures, as revealed by low values of the electrical resistance.
The onset of coherencessuch as the NCA pathologyd has its
main impact on the low-energy states, givingL11

lattice

@L11
impurity, so that the impurity result badly overestimates the

low-temperature electrical resistance. However, the consider-
ations for the periodic Anderson model,46 or other models
with on-site correlation,47 show that the integral forL12 also
contains an additionalv factor which reduces the contribu-
tion of the low-energy coherent states toL12, as in the single
impurity case. Thus, our results forSsTd provide a qualitative
description of the experimental data at temperatures well be-
low the onset of coherence, but the calculated values ofSsTd
aroundT0 are overestimated.

We mention also that the analysis of the doping effects in
terms of “chemical pressure” is not complete, because dop-
ing might give rise to a charge transfer or change the char-
acter of the ground state, and that the mirror-image analogy
between Ce and Yb systems holds for the resonant scattering
but may be lost in the presence of any additional scattering
channel. Despite these drawbacks, the NCA solution of the
Anderson model provides a surprisingly accurate description
for a large body of experimental data above the magnetic or
superconducting transition temperature, and at low to mod-
erate pressure.

III. THERMOELECTRIC POWER RESULTS

In this section we present the NCA results for the trans-
port coefficients, describe the thermopower and the electrical
resistance due to Ce ions in some detail, show the results for
the f occupation, present a few preliminary results for the
thermopower of Yb, and compare our results with the experi-
mental data.
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Our strategy for Ce intermetallics is to illustrate the be-
havior of one particular compound as a function of tempera-
ture at various pressures. The compound is characterized at
ambient pressure and high temperature by an initial param-
eter sethW,Ec

0,N,G ,Ef
0,Di ,Nij, whereEc

0.0 andEf
0,0 are

measured with respect tom and the high-temperature limit is
defined by temperaturekBTD=DN−1. For given values ofG
and Ec

0−Ef
0, we start the calculations atT=TD and find

dmsTD ,Gd such that the total charge is the same as the one
obtained forG=0. sIn the absence of coupling we havenf
=1 and obtainnc by integrating the unperturbed density of
states.d At high temperatures, thef state is almost decoupled
from the conduction band, the renormalization of the param-
eters is small, and the numerics converge very fast. We then
reduce the temperature, find the new shiftdmsT,Gd ensuring
the charge conservation, and calculate the response functions
for the resulting values ofEc andEf. This process is contin-
ued until the NCA equations break down atT!T0. To model
the same system at different pressure, we changeG, find
againdmsTD ,Gd, and repeat the same procedure as at ambi-
ent pressure forT,TD. Note,ntot andEc−Ef are conserved
at all temperatures and pressures.

As a numerical example we consider a semielliptical con-
duction band of half-width W=4 eV, centered atEc

0

=0.7 eV, and af state split into a doublet and a quartet48 by
the CF withD=0.07 eV. We takentot=nc+nf =5.6301 elec-
trons per ions0.9383 electrons for each one ofN “effective
spin” channelsd. The transport coefficients are calculated for
the hybridization strength changing from 0.06 to 0.20 eV,
i.e., for G varying fromG,D to G.2D. The single-particle
excitation spectra corresponding to these parameters are dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.

Using the procedure outlined above we obtain forSsTd the
results shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The calculated curves exhibit
all the shapessad to sdd found in the experiments and give
SsTd of the right magnitude, except at low temperatures

where the calculated peak is too large with respect to the
experimental data. As discussed already, the reason for this
discrepancy is that the NCA overestimates the Fermi-level
scattering rate forT!T0, and that we neglected the coherent
scattering, which sets in at temperatures of the order ofT0.
Thus, our low-temperature result forL11 is artificially re-
duced, which makesSsTd too large. The sign and the topol-
ogy of theSsTd curves do not seem to be affected by this
error.

For GøD, we haveT0,5 K and nf ù0.95, and obtain
SsTd with two well separated peaks, as shown by theG=60
andG=70 meV curves in Fig. 2. The high-temperature peak
is centered atTS.TD /2 and for our choice of parameters
Smax=SsTSd,0. The low-temperature maximum is at about
T0!TS and S0=SsT0d.0. The thermopower between the
two maxima is mainly negative. Since most of the typesad
andsbd systems order magnetically or become superconduct-
ing aboveT0, the low-temperature peak is not shown in Fig.
2 for Gø100 meV. A small increase ofG sdue to, say, an
increase of pressured reducesnf ssee Fig. 4d, enhancesT0 and
Smax, and expands the temperature range in whichSsTd is
positive. Such a behavior, which is typical of Kondo systems
with small T0, is in a qualitative agreement with the ther-
mopower of the typesad systems described in Sec. I, and
with the data on CeRu2Ge2 sRef. 11d at low pressures
sbelow 4 GPad and above the ordering temperature, as shown
in Fig. 1.

For D,G,2D, we haveT0,150 K and nf ù0.8, and
still obtainSsTd with the two maxima. ButSmax is now posi-
tive, the value ofS0 is enhanced, the temperature interval in
which SsTd,0 is reduced, andSsTd at the minimum is less
negative than for smallerG. As we increaseG sby increasing
pressured, the sign-change ofSsTd is removed,S0 and Smax

are further enhanced, butTS is not changed. The two peaks
are coming closer together and are merging eventually. These

FIG. 2. Thermopower of Ce ions calculated by the NCA for the
CF splittingD=0.07 eV is plotted as a function of temperature for
several values of the hybridization strengthG,2D, as indicated in
the figure. The bottom curve,G=0.06 eV, corresponds to ambient
pressure.

FIG. 3. Thermopower calculated by the NCA for the CF split-
ting D=0.07 eV is plotted as a function of temperature for several
large values of the hybridization strengthG, increasing from 0.13 to
0.2 eV. The bottom curveG=0.20 eV is for the highest pressure.
The inset shows the high-temperature maximum ofSsTd, plotted as
a function ofG.
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features are typical of Kondo systems with moderateT0, say
T0ù10 K, and are in a qualitative agreement with the data
on the typesbd andscd systems mentioned in Sec. I. They are
also shown by the CeRu2Ge2 data11 at intermediate pressures
ssee the curves in Fig. 1 for pressure above 3.4 GPa.d

At G<2D, the system enters the VF regime,SsTd acquires
a single maximum atTS, with a shoulder on the low-
temperature side. Even this shoulder vanishes, whenG is
increased further, as shown in Fig. 3. ForG.2D the ther-
mopower is of the typesdd, with a single peak which is much
steeper on the high- than on the low-temperature side. This
peak shifts to higher temperatures with increasingG spres-
sured andSmax saturatesssee inset to Fig. 3d; the initial slope
of SsTd decreases continuously withG. Such a behavior is in
a qualitative agreement with the thermopower data on va-
lence fluctuators16–18 and with the high-pressure data on
CeRu2Ge2 sRef. 11d ssee inset to Fig. 1d and CeCu2Si2.

5

However, a large discrepancy appears between theory and
experiment at low temperatures, becauseAsvd is overesti-
mated forv.0, which makes the NCA curves larger than
the experimental ones. A possible correction of the initial
SsTd /T values is discussed below.

The f-electron numbernf, calculated for the parameters
used in Figs. 2 and 3, is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of
temperature. The overall temperature dependence is rather
slow, but two different types of behavior can still be seen.
For G,2D!−Ef, we find thatnf is nearly independent of
temperature and close to 1, which is typical of Kondo
systems.49 For G.2D, we find thatnf is less than 0.8 and
nearly constant at low temperatures but at aboutT.D /3kB
s271 K for D=0.07 eVd there is an increase followed by the
saturation at high temperatures. Considered as a function of
G spressured, nfsGd shows different behavior at high and low
temperatures. At high temperaturesnf decreases uniformly as
G increases. At low temperaturesnf does not change much
for G!D andG@D, but drops rapidly aroundG.2D, indi-
cating the crossover from the Kondo to the VF regime.

The electrical resistivityrmagsTd obtained for small and
intermediate values ofG, is shown in Fig. 5. The interesting
feature is the high-temperature maximum, which appears for
G,D, and correlates very well with the maximum inSsTd.

For temperatures below the maximum,rmagsTd drops to a
minimum and then rises logarithmically asT0 is approached.
This minimum and the subsequent low-temperature upturn
are of a purely electronic origin and appear in systems with
small T0 and large CF splitting. In these systems, one can
follow the evolution of the two peaks inrmagsTd, and observe
the disappearance of the minimum with the application of
pressure. For example, in CeRu2Ge2,

11 CePd2Ge2,
36

CePd2Si2,
37 or CeCu5Au sRef. 38d the minimum becomes

more shallow, transforms into a shoulder, and vanishes at
high enough pressure. As discussed already, the NCA over-
estimates the low-temperature scattering and distorts the
relative magnitude of the high- and low-temperature peaks.
In addition, the single-ion approximation always gives
rmagsTd which saturates at low temperature and cannot ex-
plain the low-temperature reduction ofrmagsTd, which is seen
in stoichiometric compounds below the onset of coherence.
The electrical resistance of Ce-based Kondo systems at very
high pressure, and the ambient pressure data of valence fluc-
tuators, cannot be described by the NCA solution. In these
systems, the scattering onf ions remains coherent up to
rather high temperatures and the NCA solution is valid only
above the high-temperature maximum and is not physically
relevant.

To illustrate the situation in Yb intermetallics, we perform
a generic calculation for a semiellipticalsholed conduction
band and four CF doublets. The NCA equations are solved
for a singlef hole sN=8d. Following the procedure outlined
in Sec. II, we start the calculations at ambient pressure and
temperatureTD, such that thef state is almost free, and cal-
culate ntot

hole=nc
hole+nf

hole for the initial parameter set
hW,Ec

0,N,G ,Ef
0,Di ,Nij. At lower temperatures we shiftEc

and Ef with respect toEc
0 and Ef

0 by dm, so as to conserve
ntot

hole, and calculate the response functions for this new pa-
rameter set; this procedure does not changeEc−Ef. At a
higher pressure, we start again atT=TD, changeEf so as to
increasenf

hole and findEc which conservesntot
hole. SinceG is

FIG. 4. sColor onlined f-electron numbernf calculated by the
NCA for the CF splittingD=0.07 eV is plotted as a function of
temperature for several values of the hybridization strengthG. For
the uppermost curveG=0.06 eV and then it increases in steps of
0.02 eV. At the bottom curveG=0.20 eV.

FIG. 5. Electrical resistivity vs temperature calculated by the
NCA for the CF splittingD=0.07 eV and for several values of the
hybridization strengthG, as indicated in the figure.
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not changed by this procedure, we now haveEc−Ef ÞEc
0

−Ef
0. For temperatures belowTD, the properties of the system

are calculated by the same procedure as at ambient pressure,
i.e., ntot

hole is conserved by shiftingEc and Ef by the same
amountdm.

Taking W=4 eV, Ec
0=1.0 eV, G=0.08 eV, Ef

0=−0.8 eV,
and three excited CF doublets atD1=0.02 eV,D2=0.04 eV,
D3=0.08 eV, respectively, we findntot=6.444 atT=TD. The
SsTd obtained for Ef ranging from Ef =−0.6 eV to Ef =
−1.0 eV, is shown in Fig. 6. We recall, that an increase of
pressure makesEf more negative. ForEf =−0.6 eV, the ther-
mopower shows a deep minimum, typical of Yb ions in the
VF state. ForEf =−0.8 eV,SsTd develops a small maximum,
which separates the high-temperature minimum atTS and the
low-temperature minimum atT0. By makingEf more nega-
tive we shift T0 to lower values, as shown in Fig. 6 by the
curves obtained forEf =−0.8 eV, Ef =−0.85 eV, andEf =
−0.9 eV, respectively. The low-temperature range in which
SsTd is negative shrinks with pressure, in agreement with the
experimental data.30 However, for Ef much belowm, the
NCA calculations break down before this minimum is
reached. As regards the value ofSsTd at the maximum, it is
negative at first but it becomes positive as pressure increases,
i.e., the thermopower changes fromscd type to sbd type. At
very high pressures, such that thentot

hole.1, the thermopower
is dominated at low temperatures by a large positive peak
and at high temperatures by a negative minimum, which is
typical of Yb-based systems with a small Kondo scale. The
shape ofSsTd is directly related to the magnetic character of
Yb ions and our calculations explain the qualitative features
of the thermopower of YbAu2, YbAu3,

29 and YbSi,
YnNi2Si2,

30 which are of the sad type; of Yb2Ir3Al9,
32

YbAuCu4,
31 and YbNiSn,30 which are of thesbd type; of

YbPdCu4,
31 and Yb2Rh3Al9,

32 which are of thescd type; and
of YbAgCu4, YbPd2Cu2,

31 and YbInAu2
30 which are sdd

type. The pressure effects in YbSi,30 and the chemical pres-
sure effects in YbCu2Si2 sRef. 33d are also in a qualitative
agreement with our results.

An estimate of the low-temperature properties of the
single-impurity model can be obtained by combining the
NCA results with the universal FL laws. The Sommerfeld

expansion of transport coefficients in Eq.s4d gives44

lim
T→0

GSsTd
kBT

=
p2kB

3ue
sinS2p

N0
nfDZ, s6d

where p2kB/3ueu =283.5mV/K and Z is the enhancement
factor defined by the Fermi-level derivative of thef-electron
self-energyZ=f1−]S /]vgv=T=0. G /Z is related to the Kondo
scale by a factor of order 1. SettingT0=G /Z, and using for
nfsT=0d the NCA results of Fig. 4, we can estimate from Eq.
s6d the initial slope of the curves plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. The
obtained values, which go from 32mV/K 2 for G=60 meV to
1 mV/K 2 for G=130 meV and 0.1mV/K 2 for G=200 meV,
are in the range reported recently for various Ce-based heavy
fermions and valence fluctuatorsssee Table I in Ref. 12d. The
initial slope ofSsTd decreases as we move from the Kondo to
the VF limit, in agreement with pressure experiments.11 At
higher temperatures, the nonlinear corrections reduceSsTd
and give rise to a maximum atT0. These nonlinear correc-
tions are nonuniversal, and a large slope does not necessary
translate into largeSsTd at T0. The corresponding calcula-
tions for the Yb curves plotted in Fig. 6 show that an appli-
cation of pressure enhancesSsTd /T.

The initial slope ofSsTd can also be related to theg co-
efficient of the specific heat, with the important result that
the ratio SsTd /gT=s2p / ueuN0dcotspnf /N0d is independent
of Z. This expression and Eq.s6d are valid in the single-
impurity regime, and it is not obvious that they would pro-
duce the correct results for stoichiometric compounds. How-
ever, the characteristic energy scales of a coherent FL
sinferred from the experimental data on the initial slope of
the thermopower or the specific heat coefficientd do not seem
to be much different from the single-ion scaleT0 of the LM
regimesinferred, say, from the peak in the thermopower or
the Curie-Weiss temperatured.

IV. DISCUSSION OF SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

In this section we present the NCA results forAsvd,
provide the NCA definition of the characteristic scaleT0,
study the low-energy spectral features in the vicinity of vari-
ous fixed points, discuss the changes induced by the cross-
overs, and explain the behavior ofSsTd in terms of the redis-
tribution of spectral weight within the Fermi windowsF
windowd. Only the Ce case is considered and it is assumed
that pressure gives rise to an increase of the hybridization
width G.

The results obtained forG,D are shown in Fig. 7, where
Asvd is plotted as a function of frequency for several tem-
peratures. At high temperaturesT.TD, the spectral function
has a broad charge-excitation peak somewhat aboveEf and a
narrower resonance of half-widthD, centered belowm. This
low-energy resonance is a many-body effect due to the hy-
bridization of the conduction states with the 4f states and is
typical of the exchange scattering on the full multiplet. In
this temperature range, theF window shows more spectral
weight below than abovem ssee the middle panel in Fig. 7d
and SsTd,0. The magnetic susceptibility42 is Curie-Weiss-
like, with a very small Curie-Weiss temperature and a Curie

FIG. 6. sColor onlined Thermopower due to Yb ions, obtained
by the NCA for four CF doublets, is plotted as a function of tem-
perature for various values ofEf

0, i.e., for various pressures. Starting
from the uppermost curve, we showSsTd for −Ef

0=1.00, 0.95, 0.90,
0.85, 0.80, 0.70, and 0.60 eV, respectively. The bottom curvesEf

=−0.6 eVd corresponds to the lowest pressure.
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constant which is close to the free Ce ion value. The maxi-
mum of SsTd at aboutTS.TD /2 is here negative,Smax,0,
but a slight increase ofG would makeSmax positive. All these
features are typical of the LM fixed point corresponding to a
fully degeneratef state. At lower temperatures,T,TS, the
CF splits the many-body resonance into two peaks. The
larger one grows belowm and the smaller one abovem ssee
the middle panel in Fig. 7d. This asymmetry is enhanced asG
is reduced, which is typical of the Anderson model with CF
splittings;42 the increase of the low-energy spectral weight
below m gives rise to a large negative thermopower. A fur-
ther reduction of temperature leads, forT!TD, to a rapid
growth of an additional peak very close tom, such thatAsvd

acquires three pronounced low-energy peaksssee Fig. 7d.
sThe physical origin of these many-body resonances is ex-
plained in detail in Ref. 42d The peak centered atv0!D is
the Kondo resonance and its appearance belowTø40 K
marks the onset of the LM regime, which is due to scattering
of conduction electrons on the lowest CF level. The two CF
peaks centered at aboutv0±D are outside theF window, and
do not affect the low-temperature transport and thermody-
namics. Once the Kondo peak appears, theF window shows
more spectral weight above than belowm andSsTd is posi-
tive, which is just the opposite to what one finds forTùTD.
The center of the Kondo resonance saturates at low tempera-
tures at the energyv0.0, which provides the NCA defini-
tion of the Kondo scalekBT0=v0. In the symmetric Anderson
modelT0 is related to the width of the Kondo resonance but
in the highly asymmetric case we are dealing with here, the
current definition is more appropriate. The comparison with
numerical renormalization groupsNRGd calculations50

shows thatv0 gives a reliable estimate of the Kondo tem-
perature even for a doubly degenerate Anderson model, and
we assume that the NCA definition ofT0 provides the correct
Kondo scale of the CF-split single-impurity Anderson model
as well. Because the Kondo resonance is asymmetric with
respect to thev=0 line and has more states above than be-
low m, the reduction of temperature enhancesSsTd until it
reaches, atT0, the maximum valueS0. A further temperature
reduction leaves the top of the Kondo resonance outside the
F window, and the thermopower drops. However, most Ce
and Yb system with very smallT0 have a phase transition
aboveT0, and to discuss the normal-state properties ofsad-
type systems it is sufficient to consider the NCA solution for
TùT0.

An increase of the coupling toG.D has a drastic effect
on Asvd, as illustrated in Fig. 8, whereAsvd is plotted for
G=0.12 eV. The charge-excitation peak is transformed into a
broad backgroundssee the upper panel in Fig. 8d and the
only prominent feature atT.TD is the low-energy resonance
of half-width D centered abovem. This low-energy reso-
nance is due to the exchange scattering of conduction elec-
trons on the full CF multiplet, which gives rise to the maxi-
mum of SsTd in the LM regime. TheF window ssee lower
panel in Fig. 8d shows more spectral weight above than be-
low m, so thatSsTd.0. The reduction of temperature below
TS removes some spectral weight abovem and brings addi-
tional spectral weight belowm, which reducesSsTd and leads
to a minimum.51 A further reduction of temperature leads to
the rapid growth of the Kondo peak atv0, and the CF peak at
v0+D, but the negative CF peak does not develop. That is,
an increase of pressure removes the lower CF peak, and
shifts the Kondo and the upper CF peak to higher energies,
without changing their separationD. The F window shows
more spectral weight above than belowm, so thatSsTd is
positive and grows as temperature is lowered. The maximum
S0 is reached atT0 when the Kondo resonance is fully devel-
oped. The characteristic energy scale is defined again by the
position of the Kondo peak,kBT0=v0, which can now be
quite large. ForTøT0 theF window becomes narrower than
the Kondo resonance andSsTd drops belowS0. For T!T0,
where the FL behavior is expected,42 the NCA givesAsvd

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Spectral functionAsvd, calculated for the
hybridization strength G=0.06 eV and the CF splittingD
=0.07 eV, plotted as a function of frequency for several tempera-
tures. The solid, dashed, dashed-dotted, and dotted curves corre-
spond to T=2, 41, 209, and 670 K, respectively. The charge-
excitation peak is visible in the upper panel. The middle panel
shows the evolution of the CF and Kondo resonances with tempera-
ture. ForTøD, the many-body resonance of half-widthD is cen-
tered well belowm. The F window has more states below than
abovem and SsTd,0. The lower panel shows the position of the
Kondo resonance abovem. Its center definesT0=1 K. For TøT0

the F window has more states above than belowm andSsTd.0.
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with an unphysical spike atm, which makesrmagsTd andSsTd
much larger than the exact result. However, onceT0 is ob-
tained from the NCA calculations, the low-temperature trans-
port can be inferred from the universal power laws which
hold in the FL regime, as discussed in the previous section.

A further increase ofG shifts the Kondo and the CF peaks
to higher energies, and changes their relative spectral weight,
as shown in Fig. 9, where the low-frequency part ofAsvd is
shown for G=2D. The Kondo scale is still defined by the
center of the Kondo peak, even though it is now reduced to a
hump on the low-energy side of a large peak centered at
v0+D. The unphysical NCA spike atv=0 can be seen at
lowest temperatures. The thermopower is positive at all tem-
peratures and has only a shoulder belowTS. A quantitative
comparison betweenT0, defined by the position of the Kondo
resonance, and the position of the Kondo anomaly inSsTd
becomes difficult.

Finally, for G.2D, we findAsvd with a single broad peak

centered atẼf .0, as shown in Fig. 10. The CF excitations
are now absent, which is typical for the Anderson model in
the vicinity of the VF fixed point. The relevant energy scale

at low temperature is defined askBT0=Ẽf, and shows an
almost linear dependence onG. The thermopower is always
positive and grows monotonically from small values at low
temperatures towards a high-temperature maximum atTS.
The unphysical spike atv=0 appears at higher temperatures

and is more pronounced than for smallG, as illustrated in
Fig. 10. The initial slope ofSsTd obtained from the NCA
result for transport coefficients is very much overestimated
with respect to the FL result based on Eq.s6d. An increase of
temperature aboveTS modifies the excitation spectrum on an

energy scale of the order ofẼf and reducesSsTd. The values

of Ẽf andTS do not seem to be related in any simple way, and
the temperature-induced breakdown of the local FL is not
indicated by any FL scale. An increase ofG spressured
changesAsvd and enhancesTS but does not lead to further

enhancement ofSmax. The pressure dependence ofẼf andTS
looks different. In other words, the description of the VF
regime requires more than one energy scale.

The characteristic scales of the Anderson model obtained
for various values ofG provide thesT,pd phase diagram of
the system plotted in Fig. 11. TheT0 line is defined by the
position of the Kondo peak and theTS line by Smax. At small
G slow pressured Fig. 11 indicates two crossovers. The one
aroundT0 is between the FL and the LM regime defined by
the lowest CF level. The one aroundTS is the crossover to
the high-temperature LM regime, as defined by a full CF
multiplet. When these LM regimes are well separated, the

FIG. 8. sColor onlined Spectral functionAsvd, calculated for the
hybridization strength G=0.12 eV and the CF splittingD
=0.07 eV, plotted as a function of frequency for several tempera-
tures. The solid, dashed, dashed-dotted, and dotted curves corre-
spond toT=2, 41, 209, and 670 K, respectively. The upper panel
shows the overall features. The two many-body resonances are re-
solved but the lower CF peak and the charge-excitation peak are
absent. The lower panel shows the evolution of low-energy reso-
nances with temperature. ForG.D, there is more spectral weight
above than belowm at all temperatures andSsTd is always positive.

FIG. 9. sColor onlined Spectral functionAsvd, calculated for the
hybridization strength G=0.140 eV and the CF splittingD
=0.07 eV, plotted as a function of frequency for several tempera-
tures. The solid, dashed, dashed-dotted, and dotted curves corre-
spond toT=2, 41, 209, and 670 K, respectively. ForG.D, the
Kondo resonance is reduced to a small hump above thef level.

FIG. 10. sColor onlined Spectral functionAsvd, calculated for
the hybridization strengthG=0.20 eV and the CF splittingD
=0.07 eV, plotted as a function of frequency for several tempera-
tures. The solid, dashed, dashed-dotted, and dotted curves corre-
spond toT=2, 41, 209, and 670 K, respectively. ForG@D, the
Kondo resonance is absent.
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crossover between them is accompanied by a minimum and,
possibly, a sign change ofSsTd. At intermediate pressures,
the two LM regimes are too close for the sign change to
occur, and the crossover is indicated only by a shallow mini-
mum or just a shoulder ofSsTd. Here, the relationship be-
tween the low-temperature maximum ofSsTd and the center
of the Kondo peak can only be given as an order-of-
magnitude estimate. At very high pressures, the system is in
the VF regime and the crossover from a universal low-
temperature FL phase to a nonuniversal high-temperature
phase takes place atT.TS. This crossover is not defined by

the FL scaleẼf, which is very large, but by a much smaller
scaleTS.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

We have applied the single-impurity Anderson model to
the investigation of the temperature and pressure dependence
of the thermopower of Ce and Yb intermetallics, and found
that the crossovers between various fixed points explain the
seemingly complicated temperature dependence ofSsTd. The
basic assumption of our approach is that for a given concen-
tration of rare-earth ions, and above some coherence tem-
perature, the system is in an “effective impurity” regime. In
that “impurity limit,” we treat the rare-earth ions as indepen-
dent scattering centers and solve the ensuing single-impurity
model by the NCA. Our calculations impose the charge neu-
trality constraint on the local scattering problem, which pro-
vides a minimal self-consistency condition for describing the
pressure effects. The excitation spectrum obtained in such a
way is very sensitive to the changes in the coupling constant
g=G /p uEfu, and an increase of the hybridization or a shift of
the f state, which modifies the magnetic state of thef ion,
has a huge effect on the spectral function. Since the excita-
tion spectrum is related to the transport coefficients by Kubo

formulas, the thermopower changes rapidly as a function of
temperature, pressure, or doping. The shapessad to sdd as-
sumed bySsTd in various regions of the parameter space
follow straightforwardly from the redistribution of the
single-particle spectral weight within the Fermi window.

The NCA solution of the single-impurity Anderson model
breaks down forT,T0. However, the excitations above the
ground state are determined by the general FL laws, which
can be used to find the initial slope ofSsTd. Estimating the
Kondo scale and the number off electrons by the NCA
calculations, we find that an increase of pressure reduces
senhancesd the low-temperature value ofSsTd /T in Ce sYbd
compounds. Combining the FL and the NCA results, we can
obtainSsTd in the full temperature range at any pressure.

Our results explain the thermopower of most intermetallic
Ce compounds mentioned in Sec. I. The multipeakedSsTd,
which characterizes the typesad andsbd systems, is obtained
for Kondo ions with smallT0 and well-defined CF reso-
nances. A typescd thermopower, which has weakly resolved
peaks or just a broad hump, is obtained for Kondo ions with
large T0 and partially overlapping CF resonances. A single-
peakedSsTd of thesdd type is obtained for the VF ions which
do not show any CF splitting of the single-particle excita-
tions. If we assume that pressure increasesG, and reducesnf,
our results account for the changes ofT0, S0, SsTd /T, and
Smax, observed in pressure experiments on Ce
compounds.2,11,19–23The strong doping dependance1 of SsTd
is explained as a chemical pressure effect, which changes the
f occupation. In our local model the “effective concentra-
tion” of f electrons is determined self-consistently, and the
thermopower of concentrated and dilute systems cannot be
related by simple scaling.sJust as the high pressure data
cannot be described in terms of rescaled ambient pressure
data.d The relevant energy scales obtained for different val-
ues ofG agree with thesT,pd phase diagram of CeRu2Ge2

and CeCu2Ge2, inferred from the high-pressure transport and
thermodynamic data.11

For Yb compounds, we argue that pressure or chemical
pressure mainly affect the position of the crystal field levels
relative to the band center, while leaving the hybridization
width unchanged. By shiftingEf, so as to increase the num-
ber of holes, we obtain the thermopower of the typesad to
sdd, in agreement with the experimental data. The qualitative
features seen in Yb intermetallics at various pressures or
chemical pressures are captured as well,29–33 but different
compounds require different initial parameters, and a de-
tailed analysis is yet to be done.

In summary, the normal-state properties of stoichiometric
compounds with Ce and Yb ions seem to be very well de-
scribed by the local model which takes into account spin and
charge fluctuations. The classification of the thermopower
data follows straightforwardly from the fixed point analysis
of the single-impurity Anderson model with the CF splitting.
A rich variety of shapes assumed bySsTd at various pres-
sures or doping dramatically illustrates the effect of the local
environment on the response of the single rare-earth ion. The
nature of the ground state, and the fact that the ground state
of many Ce and Yb systems can be changed with pressure or
doping, do not seem to affect the thermopower in the normal

FIG. 11. The temperatureTS, defined by the high-temperature
maximum of the thermopower, and the characteristic scaleT0, de-
fined by the peaks in the spectral function, are plotted as functions
of the hybridization strengthG. The three regions, whereT0 changes
its functional form, are clearly seen. The inset reproduces the ex-
perimental data for CeRu2Ge2 and CeCu2Ge2 sRef. 11d.
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state. We take this as an indication that the normal state
properties of Ce and Yb compounds are dominated by the
local dynamics.

The main problem with our poor man’s treatment of or-
dered compounds is that it neglects the coherent scattering
which sets in at low enough temperatures, and reduces the
thermopower below the values predicted by the local Fermi
liquid theory. We can argue that these effects do not change
the qualitative features of the thermopower but the proper
answer cannot be obtained without solving the lattice model.
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